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EVANGELICAL^SITOR"
"He that believeti, or the Son hath everlasting life; and he that believ ...Tiot the Son shall not see life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him.''

Volume XXXIV

NAPPANEE, IND., NOVEMBER 7, 1921

EDITORIAL
SAMUEL RUTHERFORD'S
LETTERS
In the beginning of our ministry we
came across a few selections from the
letters
of
Samuel
Rutherford,
which were such a joy and inspiration
to us that we filed them away for
future reference and use. Recently
we came across them among some
papers and after reading them again,
felt that their richness, sweetness and
warmth of heavenly love was such a
welcome contrast to much of the cold,
hard, shallow writing of the present
day, that we decided to pass them on.
Samuel Rutherford was born in Scotland in 1600. He graduated from the
University with honors, became a
Professor and afterward studied theology and became a settled minister
at Ainsworth. He would rise at 3
o'clock in the morning and spend the
early part of the day in prayer, meditation andstudy. Charges were preferred against him and he was incarcerated in prison in the town of Aberdeen.
His religious letters were written
during his imprisonment, and have
filled many hungry hearts "with an
immortal longing for more of Christ."
Some of the letters follow:
"I have no knowledge to take the
Lord, in all His strange ways and passages of deep and unsearchable providences ; for the Lord is before me, and
I am so bemisted that I cannot follow
Him: He is behind me, and following
at the heels, and I am not aware of
Him: He is above mle, but His glory
so dazzleth my twilight of short
knowledge that I cannot look up to
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Him: He is at my left hand, and with
me, and goeth and cometh, and His
going and coming are a dream to me:
He is round about me, and compasseth all my goings, and still I have
Him to seek: He is every way higher,
Jand deeper, and broader, than the
shallow and ebb handbreadth of my
short and dim light can take up; and
therefore I would my heart could be
silent, and sit down in the learnedly
ignorant wondering at that Lord,
whom men and angels cannot comprehend. I know the noonday light of the
highest angels, who see Him face to
face, seeth not the border of His infiniteness."
i

head and ears in love's ocean. If
Christ's love (that fountain of delight) were laid as open to mie as I
could wish, 0 how would I drink, and
drink abundantly! 0 how full would
this my soul be! I half call His absence cruel, and the mask and veil on
Christ's face a cruel covering, that
hideth such a fair, fair face from a
sick soul. 0 if He would fold the
heavens together like an old clock,
and shovel time and days out of the
way, and make ready in haste the
Lamb's wife for her husband. Since
He looked upon me, my heart is not
mine own, He hath run away to
heaven with it.''

"0 what price can be given for
Him! Angels cannot weigh Him! O
His weight, His worth, His sweetness,
His over-passing beauty! If men and
angels would come, and look to that
great and princely One, their ebbness would never take up His depth,
their narrowness would never comprehend His breadth, height and
letngth; lif ten thousand worlds of
angels were created, then might all
tire themselves in wondering at His
beauty, and begin again to wonder
anew."
"I think His sweetness, rsince 1 was
a prisoner, hath smiled upon me to
the greatness of two heavens. 0 for a
soul as wide as the outmost circle of
the highest heaven that containeth
all, to contain His love! And yet I
could hold little of it. 0 world's
wonder! 0 what a sight to be up in
heaven, in that fair orchard of the
new Paradise; and to see, and smell,
and touch, and kiss, that fair fieldflower, that ever-green tree of life!"
"I cannot tell you what sweet pain
and delightsome torments are in
Christ's love; I often challenge time,
that holdeth us asunder. I profess to
you, I have no rest, while I am over

"0 if the heaven and the heaven of
heavens were paper, and the sea ink,
and the multitudes of mountains
pens of trees, and I were able to write
that paper, within and without, full
of the promises of my fairest, my
dearest, my loveliest, my sweetest,
my matchless, and my most marvelous Well-be-loved! Woe is me, I
cannot set Him out to men and
angels.''
"What an excellent, lovely One is
Jesus! Put the beauty of ten thousand thousand worlds of Paradise
like the Garden of Eden in one. Put
all trees, all flowers, all smells,
all colors, all tastes, all joys,
all sweetness, all loveliness in one. 0
what a fair and excellent thing that
would be! And yet it should be less,
to that fair and dearest Well-beloved,
Christ, than one drop of rain to the
whole seas, rivers, lakes and fountains of ten thousand earths. 0,
but Christ is heaven's wonder, and
earth's wonder! What marvel that
His Bride saith, 'He is altogether
lovely.' ''
There is no risk in abandoning ourselves to God,
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DISPENSATIONAL TRUTHS.
Professor Lowell H. Coate
Cod usually works according to certain laws. The first law of heaven is
order. From all that we know about
God we expect Him to work according
to some well formed plan. Any digression from such a plan we call a
miracle.
Throughout the last six thousand
years of the world's history the Lord
has followed a clearly defined outline,
in order to make evident to the world
the full meaning and import of His
wonderful plan of Salvation and Redemption for all mankind. He has
placed the world thus far under about
six distinct dispensations, as follows:
1. Edenic; 2. Ante-Deluvian; 3. PostDiluvian; 4. Patriarchal; 5. Mosaic;
and 6. The Great Church Age, or Age
of Grace, in which we are now living,
as distinguished from the preceding
Mosaic Law.
!
During the Ante-Deluvian Age man
was under Conscience. During the
Post-Deluvian Age man was in Authority. Gen.i 1:26. In the Patriarchial dispensation man was under the
Promise of God. Rom. 9:1. Then, in
the Mosaic period man was under Ritual, or Law; and in the Church Age
man is under Grace, or Favor; and
no greater contrast exists between
any of the Dispensations that between
these last two;—of Law and of Grace.
It is of these two principally I desire to speak.
The Mosaic regime is one of rigid
law and justice, while the Church Age
is an administration of Grace and
Love. In His sermon on the Mount,
Jesus makes the distinction between
these two dispensations too clear to
be misunderstood. He speaks of it repeatedly in the same sermon as if to
• emphasize it. In Matt. 5:17 and 20
He says emphatically, that He came
to fulfill the Law, and that unless our
righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of those who were living under the Law, we shall not "enter the
Kingdom of Heaven."
Under the Law whoever should kill
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was in danger of the judgment; but
under Grace the righteous standard
far exceeded the previous one, and
whosoever was angry with his brother
was in danger of the judgment. Then
in verse 23 He says: "Therefore," referring to murder, anger, evil accusations, bad names, etc., just mentioned in the preceding verses, it is
of no use for one to remain at the
altar praying, if he knows that he has
given anyone reason to have ought
against him for any of those things.
There are thousands of people today
who have offered their brothers in
other nations as well as in their own
countries, whose prayers will never
avail anything until they have corrected and confessed their anger, cursing, . and destruction of human life.
Again in the same sermon Christ
refers His hearers to Lev. 24:20,
which contains God's instructions to
them under the Law; "An eye for
an eye, and a tooth for a tooth," but
under Grace Christ establishes a new
law, "But I say unto you, Resist not
evil," etc. (Matt. 5:38-42). Again,
under the Law, God's instructions to
His people in Deut. 23:3-6 were, that
because their enemies had done evil
unto them, they should never seek the
peace nor prosperity of these enemies.
But in Jesus' sermon, Matt. 5:43, He
says: "Ye have heard that it hath
been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy, but I say
unto you, Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you," etc. Paul defines
love for us by saying that, "Love
worketh no ill to his neighbor;" and
in Corinthians, he declares that it
matters not how well we may be able
to speak, or to what extent we may
sacrifice ourselves, unless we have
God's divine love in our hearts it
will profit us nothing.
If. any part of the Bible is inspired
it is Jesus' own words, and if they
mean anything at all they mean that
Christians,—intelligent Christians,—
cannot kill or even curse, hate, or in
any way injure the ; r enenniis The
world will frankly acknowledge that
this is the plain truth as Jesus spoke
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it, and agree that it would be ideal if
it could be so; but i-hey dismiss the
whole matter by merely saying, "It
is impracticable." But some Christians try to justify the destruction of
the enemy because Go a has delegated
worldly authority to the Gentile government ol this age. (Dan. 2:37-38).
Granting that this i;.: true, do thev
mean that there is no limit to the
obedience we are to render to these
worldly administrations?
If they
command us to swear, shall we swear ?
If they say "steal," Shall we steal?
Or if they demand adultery, shall we
violate our virtue? If we are required to renounce our religion, must
we be prepared to do so ? A thousand
times "NO!" No one worthy of the
name of Christian could do so. Then
why should a Christian be expected
to kill, or hate, or injure his enemy,
any more than he should be expected
to violate any other fundamental
foundation principle of Christianity
upon which rests the whole Christian
system of philosophy? Does wholesale swearing justify it? Does wholesale theft, or adultry, justify those
sins? Surely not. Then there is no
sane reason why wholesale destruction
of human life justifies murder; and
the man has yet to be born who can
satisfactorily explain the difference
between single handed and wholesale
destruction of human life.
There are those who will seek to
justify war, and capital punishment,
because it was authorized under the
Mosaic covenant. But we are not living under the Mosaic covenant today.
Jesus has given us a new law which
definitely supersedes the former covenant. Christians are prepared to
obey the worldly laws, except when
they clash with God's laws. In all
ages God's people have regarded His
laws above those of the world and
its governments.
In the did dispensation Belshazzar
demanded that his imjage be worshipped ; but this request could not
be granted by the Hebrew children in
Babylon because God had said: "Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy God."
Again, no one was to pray to any
other but the King, but Daniel could
not submit to this. And just so it is
in our present dispensation: there are
times when we "must obey God rather

\,
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than man." We are Christians first
and citizens second; and when Christians are required to act contrary to
the new law which Christ gave to us
in His "Sermon on the Mount," or to
violate any fundamental Christian
principle, we can take no other stand
than that of Daniel and the Hebrew
children of the Old Testament, and of
Paul and the Apostles of the New
Testament, most of whom suffered
martyrdom rather than violate their
Christian convictions.
We insist that "Obedience is better
than sacrifice." But someone will
say: "Is it not my duty to defend and
protect my wife and loved ones when
they are attacked by enemies of another nation?" It is certainly one's
duty to protect his friends and to support them in every righteous way;
but when we undertake to do it with
carnal weapons or by forbidden
means, God generally turns the job
over to us and permits us to see how
utterly hopeless we are without Him.
The best way to defend ourselves and
our loved ones, is to obey God, fulfil
the one great commission He has given us, and in so doing we may claim
his promise to be with us, "even unto
the end of the world."- This is the
best and only defense we can prepare,
and the greatest insurance policy we
can carry. And if God would not protect us under pressure of danger while
we are fulfilling His commission, with
His promise back of us, we may know
that any poor human defense that we
could make for ourselves with carnal
weapons, contrary to His instructions,
would prove most feeble and unsuccessful.
Protect your loved ones? Yes, but
do it by obedience to God's Word and
not by sacrifice cf human lives, with
carnal weapons which God condemns
"Obedience is better than sacrifice."
To be*a Christian is to be Christlike; and to be an intelligent Christian, we must obey Christ's words. It
matters not what sacrifice one may
make in prayers, fastings, penance,
etc. Unless he is willing to obey, and
does obey the commandments of
Jesus, alll of His sacrifice is of no
avail; it prof iteth him nothing. Jesus
said: "If ye love me, keep my commandments." If we do love Him, we
will keep His commandiments, a.nd
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enjoy doing so. If we are unwilling
to obey Him, then His ears are closed
to our prayers, and no amount of
praying, or other sacrifice, will win
God's favor for us, for God says:
"Obedience is better than sacrifice."
We dare not say there were never
Christians who did un-Christian
things ignorantly, but we do insist
that no m'an can be an intelligent
Christian and violate the plain fundamental principles of Christianity as
taught by Jesus Christ in His Sermon
on the Mount.
"It is of the most vital importance
to observe, that the Scriptures never
mingle these two principles of law and
grace. Law is God prohibiting and
requiring: grace is God beseeching
and bestowing. Law is a ministry
of condemnation; grace, of forgivness.
Law curses: grace redeems from that
curse. Law kills: grace makes alive.
Law shuts every mouth before God:
grace opens every mouth to praise
Him. Law puts a great and guilty
distance between man and God: grace
makes guilty man nigh unto God.
Law says: "An eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth:" grace says, "Resist not evil; but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also." Law says:
"Hate thine enemies." grace says:
"Love your enemies.' Law says: Do
|md live.' grace says: "Believe and
live.' Law never had a missionary;
grace is to be preached to every creature. Law utterly condemns the best
man: grace freely justifies the worst.
Law is a system of probation; grace,
of favor. Law stones an adultress:
grace says: "Neither do I condemn
thee: go, and sin no more." Under
law the sheep dies by the hand of the
shepherd: under grace, the Shepherd
dies for the sheep. Everywhere the
Scriptures present law and grace in
sharply contrasted spheres."
PREACH!PREACH!
A minister lay on his sick-bed. His
work was done. To a brother in the
ministry by his side, he said, with an
eagerness which long impressed
his mind, "Preach! Preach! you will
be shut up soon enough!"
He had learned, as he was hasten-
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ing to the close of life, what an unspeakable privilege it is to preach the
Gospel of God. Some • have not yet
learned it, but when the opportunity
is past, the voice is hushed, and the
privilege of preaching is gone, perhaps some one will more clearly understand the value of the precious
privilege of proclaiming among the
Gentiles, the unsearchable riches of
Christ.
The man who would not rather be
God's embassador than a crowned
King may have good reasons to doubt
whether he is called to this work of
the ministry. The man who knows he
is appointed and anointed "to preach
good tidings unto the meek," "to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord"
need not envy monarchs or princes or
potentates their honor, wealth, or
fame. He may rejoice with joy unspeakable in the privilege that has
been granted to him; knowing that
though he now mlay sow in tears, ere
long he shall reap in joy; and that
the highest of earth's honors, and the
purest of earth's joys, will be poor
and mean compared with the joy un-.
speakable and full of glory, which
shall crown the labors of the minister
of the Lord, when the righteous judge
shall come and reward his people. "I
charge thee in the sight of God, and
of Christ Jesus, who shall judge the
quick and the dead, and by his appearing and his kingdom; preach the word,
be instant in season, out of reason; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long
suffering and teaching." —H. L. H.
DEVELOPING A
_ WORTH-WHILE CHARACTER.
The following are a few things requisite to the development of a worthwhile life:
GOOD LITERATURE. There are
few of us that do not like to read;
even small children that do not know
one letter from another will often be
found with a paper or book pretending
to read. God has given us minds and
intellects that need to be fed with
literature that is uplifting and that
upholds ideals that will inspire the*
soul to higher and nobler manhood
and womanhood.
GOOD ASSOCIATES. It is said
that we are known by the company
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we keep. Our souls are not uplifted
by our much association with those
who have not as high a standard in
this life as we have. If we are saved
and they are not, they will not help
us along spiritually, and if we are
not saved, they will not draw us
toward Christ, but rather lead us
from Him. I believe God wants us to
be all the help we can to those who
are not saved, yet He wants us to
be careful of our associates.
HIGH IDEALS. We get no higher in this life than our ideals; we
should aim at the sky even though we
can shoot no higher than the tree
top. We as Christians should expect
great things through God and attempt great things for Him.
BELIEF IN GOD. This is; the
greatest thing in life. Our ideals,
our motivevs, our aims, and our
thoughts will be high and lofty if we
have our faith fixed in one who is
above all pure, holy, and righteous.
What is more uplifting than to meditate on God ? In this capacity we are
many times' lifted, as it were, above
the common things of life.
BELIEF IN GOD'S WORD. It is inspiring to believe in God's Word. Have
you ever been in special need of assistance from God and sought the Bible
for help or with a desire to be fed
with the bread from heaven and not
found just what you needed? In the
Bible we find comfort, advice, reproof
and council to fit every case and need
in our development. Let us read the
Word of God more, that our lives
might tell more of Him.
Right Actions and Decisions. We
may have all these other things—
good literature, good associates, high
ideals, belief in God, belief in God's
Word,—but unless they lead us to
right decision, they will profit us
nothing. Without right decision and
action our life would only be more
miserable.
Let us decide that with God's help
we shall give each of these things
due time and place in our lives.—Sel.
. It is inconceivable that a true disciple can be brought face to face with
the facts both of man's extremity
and the church's opportunity, without an immediate response to man's
wail and God's will,—-A. T. Pierson.
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SAILING WITHOUT A COMPASS.
A ship never starts^ out on the
broad ocean without a compass.
Neither master nor seamiari would
launch out on such a boat; the sea
is too wide and too full of dangers,
not to say anything about directions
and the longitude and latitude, to sail
forth without so necessary an instrument.
An observer is struck nowadays
with the lack of deep convictions on
moral and religious subjects in many
people, especially the younger generation. Not that there are no young
men or women with deep convictions,
but that there seems not to be enough
of them to count very much in the
matter. A professor in a large coeducational school was talking one day
to a group of young men on the
subject of social purity. To his consternation he found that the most of
them did not have any moral standard on the subject. He was appalled
to find that few if any of them expressed any feeling of shame when
they confessed to acts of impurity.
"AH the fellows are the sam|e," they
said.
This lack of moral standard is the
ruination of many. It is the distinguishing mark of the profiteer and
the unscrupulous politician. It is the
mark of a good many young fellows
that excuse most any kind of conduct
by claiming that the rest do the same.
It is the mark of those who rule their
lives, not by what God says is right,
but by self- interest. Such ask not,
"Is this thing right?" but, "Do I want
to do it?"
A real standard of conduct is the
mark of a man of character. A real
Christian has strong convictions of
what is right and what is wrong. He
has clear-cut convictions of what a
clean Christian life should be. He
squares himself with those convictions and with his moral standards,
sometimes a standard may be a little
narrow, but that is a thousand times
better than no standard at all. The
moral and spiritual derelicts on the
ocean of life are the result many
times of no standard, no moral compass, no deep religious convictions.
Read the lives of any noted minister,
or reformer of ages past or of able
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statesmen, and you will find that they
had deep convictions and lived up to
them. "Go and do thou likewise."-G.T.
THE CURE FOR EVIL SPEAKING.
A sermon by Rev. John Wesley.
"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his
fault between thee and him alone; if
he shall hear thee, thou hast gained
thy brother. But if he will not hear
thee, then take with thee one or two
more, that in the mouth of two or
three witnesses every word may be
established. And if he shall neglect to hear them,, tell it unto the
Church: but if he neglect to hear the
Church, let him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican."—
Matt. 18:15-17.
"Speak evil of no man," says the
great apostle, which is as plain a
>
command as "Thou shalt do no murder." But who, even among Christians, regards this command? Yes.
how few are there that so much as
understand it? What is evil speaking? It is not, as some suppose, the
same with lying or slandering. All
C
a man says may be true as the Bible,and yet the saying of it is evil speak-.
ing. For evil speaking is neither .
more or less than speaking evil of an
absent person—relating something
evil, which was really done or said
by one that is not present when it
is related. Suppose having seen a
m,an drunk, or heard him curse or
swear, I tell this when he is absent,
it is evil speaking. In our language
this is also, by an extremely proper
name, termed backbitting. Nor is
there any material difference between
this and What we usually style talebearing. If the tale is delivered in a
soft and quiet manner (perhaps with
expressions of good will to the person,
and of hope that things may not be
quite as bad), then we call it whispering. But in whatever manner it is
done, the thing is the same—the
same in substance if not in circumstance. Still it is evil speaking; still
this command, "Speak evil of no
man," is trampled under foot if it relate to another the fault of a third
person, when he is not present to
Q
janswer for himself.
And how extremely common is this
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sin among all orders and degrees of
men! How do high and low, rich and
poor, wise and foolish, learned and
unlearned run into it continually.
Persons who differ from each other
in all things else, nevertheless agree
in this. How few are there that can
testify before God, "I am clear in this
matter; I have always set a watch
before my mouth, and kept the doors
of my lips!" What conversation do
you hear of any considerable length
whereof evil speaking is not one ingredient? And that even among
persons who, in general, have the
fear of God before their eyes, and do
really desire to have a conscience void
of offense towards God and towards
man.
And the very commonness of this
sin makes it difficult to be avoided.
As we are compassed with it
on every side, so, if we are not deeply sensible of the danger and continually guarding against it, we are
liable to be carried away by the torrent. In this instance almost the
whole of mankind is, as it were, in a
conspiracy against us. And their example steals upon us, we know not
how, so that we insensibly slide into
the imitation of it. Besides, it is recommended from within as well as
from without. There is scarcely any
wrong temper in the mind of man
which may not be occasionally gratified by it, and consequently incline
us to it. It gratifies our pride to relate those faults of others whereof
we think ourselves not to be guilty.
Anger, resentment, and all unkind
tempers are indulged by speaking
against those with whom we are displeased ; and in many cases by reciting
the sins of their neighbors, men indulge their own foolish and hurtful
desires.
Evil speaking is the more difficult
to be avoided, because it frequently
attacks us in disguise. We thus speak
out of a noble, generous (it is well if
we do not say holy (indignation
against these vile creatures! We commit sin from mere hatred of sin. We
serve the devil out of pure zeal for
"" God. It is merely in order to punish
the wicked that we run into this wickedness. "So do the passions' (as one
speaks) "all justify themselves," and
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palm sin upon us under the veil of
holiness.
But is there no way to avoid this
snare?
Unquestionably there '4s.
Our blessed Lord has marked out a
plain way for his followers in the
words above recited. None who warily and steadily walk in this path will
ever fall into evil speaking. This
rule is either an infallible preventative or a certain cure for it. In the
preceding verses our Lord had said,
"Woe to the world because of offences!" Unspeakable misery will
arise in the world from this baleful
fountain. (Offenses are all things
whereby anyone is turned out of,
or hindered in, the ways of God).
"For it must be that offenses come;"
such is the nature of things, such the
wickedness, 'folly and weakness of
mankind. "But woe to that man,'
miserable is that man, "by whom the
offense cometh." Wherefore if thy
hand, thy foot, thine eye cause thee
to offend;" if the most dear enjoyment, the most beloved and useful
person turn thee out of or hinder thee
in the way, "pluck it out"—cut them
off and cast them from thee. But
how can we avoid giving offense to
some and being offended at others?
Especially, suppose they are quite in
the wrong and we see it with our
own eyes. Our Lord here teaches us
how. He lays down a sure method of
Javoiding offenses and evil speaking
together. "If thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his
fault between thee and him alone.
If he shall hear thee, thou hast gained
thy brother. But if he will not hear
thee, then take with thee one or two
more, that in the mouth of two or
three witnesses every word may be
established. And if he shall neglect
to hear them, tell it unto the church;
but if he neglect to hear the church,
let him be unto thee as a heathen man
and a publican."
First. "If thy brother shall sin
against thee, go and tell him of his
fault between thee and him alone."
The most literal way of following this
first rule, where it is practicable, is
the best: Therefore when thou seest
with thine own eyes a brother—a fellow Christian—commit undeniable
sin, or hearest it with thine own ears.
so that it is impossible for thee to
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doubt the fact, then thy part is plain;
take the very first opportunity of going to him, and if thou canst have
access, "telj him if his fault between
thee and him alone." Indeed, care
is to be taken that this is done in a
right spirit and in a right manner.
The success of a reproof greatly depends oh the spirit wherein it is
given. Be not, therefore, wanting in
earnest prayer to God, that it may be
given in a lowly spirit, with deep,
piercing conviction that it is God
alone who maketh thee to differ, and
that if any gvod be done by wha.; is
now sp'>*>:]. God doeth it Himself.
Pray that He would guard thy heart,
enlighten thy mind, and direct thy
tongue to such words as He may
please to bless. If he be "overtaken
in a fault," he can no otherwise be
restored than "in the spirit of meekness." If he oppose the truth, yet he
cannot be brought to the knowledge
thereof but by gentleness. Still,
speak in a spirit of tender love,
"which many waters cannot quench."
If love is not conquered, it conquers
all things. Who can tell the force of
love?
"Love can bow down the stubborn
neck;
The stone to flesh convert;
Soften and melt and pierce and break
An adamatine heart."
Confirm, then, your love toward
him, and you will thereby "heap coals
of fire upon his head."
But see that the manner also
wherein you speak be according to
the Gospel of Christ. Avoid everything in look, gesture, word, and tone
of voice, that savours of pride or selfsufficiency. Studiously avoid everything magisterial or dogmatical,
everything that looks like arrogance
or assuming. Beware of the most
distant approach to disdain, overbearing, or contempt. With equal
care avoid all appearance of anger,
and though you use great plainness of
speech, yet let there be no reproach,
no railing accusation, no token of any
warmth but that of love.
(To be continued.)

The Lord useth His flail of tribulation to separate the chaff from the
wheat.—Bunyan.
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Our Young

People

THE POWER OF "THE NAME." ritory, the wayside canteen.
Close to the drift of the river, on
A Message to Those Seeking De- the main road which all wagons going to and from Kimberly with wood
liverance from an Evil Habit.
or produce from the interior must
Thou shalt call His name Jesus, travel, lay this horrible den, this
for He shall save His people from trap for unwary passers-by; and
their sins."—Matt 1:21.
there the natives of the surround"The name of the Lord is a ing districts caime by hundreds and
strong tower. The righteous run- lost there all. The wagons and cattle,
neth into it and is safe."—Prov. 18: goats and sheep, which it had taken
10.
some of the poor creatures a lifetime
I learned a wonderful lesson, now to collect, were gonei in a few
many years ago, concerning "The months into the grasp of the rapacName" from an old heathen, Moch- ious trader who thus throve and amas"
uana. We were traveling in Bech- sed wealth by draining the very esuanaland; heavy rains, causing swol- sentials of life from the poor besotlen rivers, stopped our progress, and ted beings who yielded all up in exwe lay for days on the banks of an change for the vile adultrated comimpassible stream, our only shelter pounds with which he robbed them
from the inclement weather the old- of their senses, and made them from
fashioned bullok wagon. Other trav- their "first drunk" helpless victims,
elers by wagons and carts came to be fleeced at his will; pliable
along; each stopped in turn by the dupes for his cupidity to fatten on.
swollen torrent, until quite a little
He told me himself, in reply to my
canvas camp lay along the water's pleading with him to give up the
edge.
iniquitous traffic—"I came here alThere was no lack of discomforts most penniless, a few years ago, and
of every kind to be endured on that now I have gained possession of all
marshy plain. Rain, rain, above, and these acres. All the land you see to
mud, mud below; and whenever the that far outlying beacon is mine, and
rain stopped, and warmer air made all these flocks and herds, these
itself felt, there were swarms of mos- buildings and gardens, and you coolly
quitos to make the night hideous with ask me to give up the trade that has
their trumpetings and their stings. brought me all this wealth. No! the
Being limited for time in which to interests of my wife and children are
accomplish our journey, the trial of to be considered in the question."
the delay in our onward progress inAll remonstrance and pleading was
creased the burden of the adverse vain. The proprietor of this moneycircumstances
in which we were making death-dealing concern was not
placed, but there was a "needs be" to be moved, and I had to witness,
for our being led to, and kept in, that during those days of storm and rain,
precise spot.
old men, young men, here and there
a
white man, but mostly black men
Worse than all other trials, than
the
ignorant natives of the country,
the enforced imprisonment in the narragged,
wretched, besotted. Again
row confines of that wagon, than
and
again
my soul, in agony too deep
the inability to cook or prepare a
for
articulate
prayer, cried out to God
comfortable meal, than the going for
as
those
staggering
figures with brunights without rest on account of the
tilized
faces,
screaming
as only
onslaughts of the mosquitoes, was
drunken
savages
can
scream,
passed
the fact that we were subjected to the
in
and
out
of
that
canteen
door;
every
horrible sights and sounds caused by
now
and
then
English
oaths
picked
up
the existence in our neighborhood of
in
Kimberley
intermingling
with
their
one of those curses, which in those
days invariably followed in the wake native language, making this horrible
of the British occupation of new ter- picture of what European civilization
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brings to the savage races still more
horrible. One felt suffocating with
the pain, the shame of it all, and oh,
so powerless, so helpless to do anything to stay the curse, to save those
wretched lives from the destruction
going on before one's gaze hour after
hour.
My brain felt on fire, as it were, and
I cried in an almost despairing agony
to God, and then a calm came over
me, and a prayer, and with a prayer
a call. I clambered out of a wagon
and Went toward the canteen. Of all
the figures there, I seemed to see
only one, a poor aged man, with a
few filthy rags only very partially
covering hist equally filthy body,
loathsome with sores, his bloated
face and bleared eyes, so repulsive
looking that one shrank instinctively
from the sight. He was just straggering towards the canteen to get
'another drink, when I went up to
him and said, "Old man, I want to
speak to you." He turned around
stupidly and gavei assent.
"Come
aside a little."
He followed me back to my wagon, ,
ajnd there in broken "tiaal" which
I could speak and he understood a
little of, I asked him why he was
killing himself with this drink.
"Why?"' he answered, "why, you
know why—because I can't help it."
I said, "But you can help it; you need
not go on drinking."
<*What!' said he, "do you think
any man would be so foolish as to go
on taking that stuff, that 'brandt'
(literally burning), if he could stop
from it? No, No!
You English
know that well enough, therefore
you bring this 'toer goed' (literally,
magic potion, witch's stuff) to us.
You know when we once taste it we
can never be free again, never, never! It was so with me. For months
after that canteen was opened I never went near it. I saw how it diseased my neighbors; how they went
mad after they had been there; how
they gave there cattle and sheep to
the white man there, just to get a
'bottle with that .stuff in it; how
they could not rest when that was
done, but had to get more and more, ytill everything they had was given to
the white man; and there bodies
were sick and full of sores, like mine *

Monday, November 7, 1921
is to-day, and their eyes got blind,
and their hands could not carry the
food to their mouths without spilling it; and yet one day I let a mate
take me over to taste the white man's
magic. I thought I would only
taste a little drop, just to see what
it was like. That is five years ago,
and—well, you know how it is when
you drink the white man's magic.
You never leave off again. I drank
and drank. I drank and drank that
time until I drank out all the money
I had by me; then I went home and
brought a goat to the canteen man,
and sold it for the drink, and my
wife cried when she saw that I had
also come under the spell of the white
man's stuff; but it was no use ; I
was miserable too, but I could not
stop; and I drank more and more.
I drank out all my goats and sheep
and cows and my few oxen and wagon
—the canteen man has them all—
and now I'm sick and half blind, and
with all these sores, and I only want
to drink, drink!"
"But how do you get the drink if
you have no more things to sell to
the canteen keeper?"
He chuckled. "Oh, I get it. When
all my money is done the canteen
keeper gives me drink till I owe him
one pound. Then he won't give me
any more. So then I get my brotherin-law to lend me his wagon, and,
weak as I am, I gather wood in the
veldt, bushes, and bits of wood until
I have a wagon load. Though I am
sick, the longing for the drink, when
the canteen man won't give me any
more, makes me strong to go on getting the wood together till I get
enough to go to Kimberley to sell it;
and my brother-in-law sends some
one with me (my wife is with me
now) to take one pound to him for
his wagon, and I buy a little brandy
in Kimberley, and then bring all the
other money, sometimes three pounds
to the canteen man here, and I drink
every day until I drink all the money
out. Then he lets me drink after
that for another one pound; then I
have to get more wood. So I live."
I said, "But you are killing yourself!"
Yes, he answered, "I know that
I am almost dying now. I shake all
the time, and I can't be without the
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drink one day. When my money is
done, and the canteen keeper won't
give me any more, I cry so, that my
friends must give me some; but today I can get plenty! I have just
sold my wood in Kimberley. I can
drink! I must go now and drink!"
And he wanted to move off.
I pleaded with him then—asked
him if he would not try and give up
the drink, for his poor wife, for his
children, to save himself from, dying.
He laughed a strange despairing
laugh. "You ask don't I want to get
well? Don't I want to give my poor
wife and children some money to buy
food with? Of course I do. What
man would not like to be well of his
disease? Why do you talk so? You
know as well as I do that there is no
help for me, that there is no doctor
on this earth can cure a man of this
witchcraft."
"There is; there is!" I said, as it
rushed over me. "They that be whole
need not a physican, but they that
are sick!" I told him of that Jesus
that loving one, who healed all the
sick that came to Him. As I told him
of one and another who had come to
that Jesus and been made whole,
those bleared eyes seemed strained
with eagerness, and he broke in on
me almost breathlessly in excitement,
"Is it true; is it true, missis? Are
you telling me true? Where is this
man? Tell me; tell me! Is He in
Kimberley? Oh, take me to this doctor. I will give him all the money
for the wood I gather, till He has ten
loads, or even more, more if he wants
it; only take me to Him."
I told him, this doctor asked no
money, wanted no pay, only for people
to ask him to make them well; but
here came the difficulty, to explain
to him how he could ask the unseen
Christ. He was quite a heathen; had
never had anything to do even with
Christianized natives; knew nothing
about God but the name as he had
heard it in his canteen experience.
I asked the Spirit to help me to explain to him the great All Father's
love, and the coming of Christ to live
and die for us here, and the saving
power of that Christ. But he wanted to see Him.
I felt that the records of Christ's
earthly ministry only deepened the

sense that personal contact was necessary ; then praying for light, I was
led to get the Bible, and turning, to
Acts 3, told him word for word the
story of that man lame from his
mother's womb to whom Peter and
John brought the message, "In the
name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
rise up and walk;" and of what came
to pass; how that helpless mjan got
that perfect soundness in the presence of all; I told him that same
Jesus was with us now, and would
heal him if he asked for it.
The blessed Spirit carried the message home; that darkened mind drank
it in. At last he said, "Tell me the
name." I told him. Then he said
"How must I ask Him?" \ I said,
"Just here we can ask Him,' and
I knelt down on that wet grass by
that wagon side, the old m(an knelt
too. I can never forget that moment;
the sun broke through the clouds,
Jand shed its light upon that poor,
ragged, besotted, old Kaffir, kneeling
there, with his face buried in his
hands on the wet ground, seeking deliverance. In a few broken words,
for my heart was almost too full to
speak, I asked that God would glorify
His child Jesus and show His mighty
healing power on this poor life, and"
then this poor, old, drunken heathen
said himself, "Great doctor, make me
well." He rose and asked me again,
'What is the Name ?' 'Jesus,' I said.
"Jesus, Jesus," he went away murmering to himself.
I lost sight of him amongst the
group of wagons, and that afternoi n
we moved away to a quieter and
healthier spot some miles distant.
(Continued on page 11.)
BOOKS THAT HELP YOUR FAITH.
AN HOUR WITH GEO. MULLER. The
apostle of mighty faith and prayer, 10c.
SAMMY MORRIS. How an African boy
received the baptism with the Holy Spirit,
and what came of it, 4c.
HOLY ANN. Noted for her intense zeal
and great faith in God, 10c.
THE MINISTRY OF HEALING. By Rev.
A. J. Gordon. Wonderfully helpful, 5c.
DAVID BRAINERD. The man who prayed down revivals, 10c.
VALUABLE BANK NOTES. Or God's
immutable promises, searched, tested and
found true, 35c. The set postpaid for 75c.
Send Order to
EVANGELICAL VISITOR PUBLISHING
HOUSE
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/Contributing Editors to Foreign Missionary Department—Bish. J. N. Engle, Abilene
Kans., Eld. D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont.
Publication Board—0. B. Ulery, E. N.
Engle, John Nigh, Jesse Culp, A. Z. HesSj
H. C. Shank and Girvin Bearss.
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CITY MISSIONS
Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G.
and Laura Miller, 613 4th kvk, Altoona,
Pa.
Bethel Mission, in charge of Rid. and Sr. D.
E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S| Bilezikian, 613 Mass, Ave.. Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge
of Eld. and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi F
and Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
(Jhicago Mission, 6039 Hallstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St.. in charge
of Eld. W. H. and Susie Boyer.
Des Moines. Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in
charge of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J. H. and
Barbara Martin and workers, 633 Manor
Street.
Oakley Mission, in charge of Bro. Cyrus
Heilman and wife, Oakley, Cal.
Philadelphia Mission in charge of Bish.
Wilbur Snider and wife, 3423 North
2nd Street.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in
charge of Sr. Maggie Sollenberger and
workers.
Welland Mission. 336 Elizabeth St.-. Welland, Ont., in charge of Eld. W. B. Duxbury and wife.
Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Grantham, Pa., in
charge of Anna Witmer, and D. S.
Wenger and wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in charge
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of Thos. Ross, Supt.; Lear White, matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge
of Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W.
Hoke and wife.
Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and
Lottie Engle, 1175 Bailey St.. Harrisburg.
NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
Bish. H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, Miss
Hannah Baker, J. A. and Emma Climenhaga, Matopo Misision, Bulawayo, S.
Africa.
Eld. H. J. and Emma Frey, Sr. Naomi
Lady, P. O. Box 5, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
H. Frances Davidson, Lila Coon, Macha
Mission, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa,
Lewis and Elizabeth Steckley, J. Lester
and Emma Myers, Sallie Dohner, Mary
Heisey, Sadie Book, Mtshabezi Mission,
Bulawayo, S. Africa, Private Bag.
Eld. Myron and Ada Taylor, Beulah
Musser, Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N.
Rhodesia, S. Africa.
India
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Supaul, B. &
N. W. Ry., India.
Eld. C. E. and Ruth B. Heise, Anna M.
Steckley, Dauram Madhipura, N. Bhagalpur. B. & N. W. Ry., India
.
Eld. A. D. M. and Nellie Dick, Sr. Ruth
Byer, Sr. Ella Gayman, Saharsa, N. Bhagalpur Dist., B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Home on Furlough
H. L. Smith and wife, Upland, Cal., Cora
Alvis, Bridgeport, Okla.
W. O. Winger and wife, Detroit, Kans.,
R. R. 1, or Ridgeway, Ont.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
M. Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, O.
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT
BOARDS.
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle,
4014 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
L. B. Heise, Gormley, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Home Mission—Samuel H. Wenger, 38
Glenn St., Chambersburg, Pa.
L. Shoalts, We'llandport, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—Jesse Culp, Goshen,
Indiana, R. R. 6.
NOTICE.
Bro. and Sister Isaiah Tyson have returned to their home in Pennsylvania to
help care for Bro. Tyson's father, who is
sick. All mail and offerings till further
notice should be addressed to, Jabbock Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Who will hear the call for help in the
Lord's work at this Orphanage and answer,
Here am I send me?
A NEW MISSIONARY.
Bro. and Sister Clarence and Ruth Heise
of Madhipura Mission have a baby girl,
Naomi Ruth, born September 10. Both
mother and child are doing well.

Monday, October 24, 1921

\4>,

Marriages
ENGLE-HASKILL—Clarence S. Engle of
Abilene, son of Sr. Mary Engle of Mt. Joy,
was married October 12, to .Frankie D.
Haskill of Topeka, Kans., at the home of
the bride, S. G. Engle officiating.
LANDIS-ESHELMAN—On Sept. 21., at
the home of Bro. and Sr. Abram Eshelman at Souderton, Pa., at 5 o'clock occurred the marriage of their daughter,
Sr. Orpha M. Eshelman, to Henry L.
Landis of Souderton, Pa. ; Bish. Wilber
Snider officiating.

Obituaries
HUSKEY—Amon Huskey was born in
Shannon Co., Mo., November 27th, 1899,
died at the hospital at Abilene, Kans., October 26th, 1921 of lockjaw, aged 21
years, 11 months. He is survived by a
father and two brothers; his mother died
when he was two months old. At four
months of age he was taken into the home
and care of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Medlock,
who cared for him to manhood. The last
three years he had his home with Dennis
Medlock of near Hope, Kans.
Funeral services were held at the German
Reformed Church at New Basil. Burial at
the Pilgrims Home cemetery. Services conducted by Eld. Jacob N. Engle, assisted by
Rev. Flenkinger, pastor of the church.
Text: Heb. 9:27-28.
HANSEN—Peter Hansen was born at
Lolland, Denmark, October 6th, 1850; and
died at his home, southwest of Enterprise,
Kans., September 18th, 1921, after an illness of about four weeks, at the age of 70
years, 11 months, and 12 days. He emigrated from Denmark to the state of
Michigan in 1873, where on November 8,
1874, he was united in marriage to Laura
Christiansen, and to this union were born
eight children, two of which have gone on
before. There also survive him eight
grandchildren, and the companion
and
mother of the home. He was from his
youth, identified with the State Church of
Denmark, Lutheran, to which faith he adhered to, to the end.
Services were conducted by Eld. Jacob
N. Engle at the home; assisted by Eld. C.
A. Shank of the Church of the Brethren.
Burial in the Enterprise cemetery.
BOWERS—Henry Bowers, was born near
Martinsburg, Pa.. June 7th, 1851. The
following year the family moved to Stark
Co., Ohio, where his boyhood days were
snent. He later moved to Illinois, where in
the year 1874 he was married to Miss
Louisa Shelly. To this union were born five
children, two of which have preceded him in
death. _ There also survive him his life
companion and fourteen grandchildren and
two sisters. Bro. Bowers had faithfully
served the church as a deacon. Services
were conducted by Eld. Jacob N. Engle. assisted by the, Methodist pastor of Hope,
Kans. Services were held at the Methodist church, and burial in the Hope cemetery. Text: Psalm 17:15.
LOVE FEASTS
Love Feast at Upland, Cal., Nov. 26
and 27.

i

REPORTS
MT. PLEASANT REVIVAL MEETINGS.
Mt. Pleasant revival meetings are now in
the past,
They linger, and ne'er from my memory
are cast,
Brother Calvin Eshelman from Mechanicsburg, gave us the Word,
And many blessed truths from the Bible
we heard.
Bro. Eshelman's sermons were sent from
above,
We were told of the Savior's wonderful love,
How He suffered and died for all
That we can be saved, when on Him we
call.
The text the first night was, "Where Art
Thou?"
He pleaded with sinners to accept Christ
now,
But they rejected, and heeded not the call,
Although the invitation extended to all.
The burden for lost souls, God gave to His
own,
For those who have wandered away from
home;
And he promised, "If we ask it shall be
given us,"
If we have faith in Him and fully trust.
Every night a wonderful
heard,
And our prayers were sent
above,
Pleading with God, to send
souls
That some one may accept,
fold.

message
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we

to the throne
conviction to
and enter the

We believe that the Spirit was striving
with some
And tenderly saying, "My Prodigal come,
Give me your heart, and receive Me today
Ere you be lost, through your delay."
We had large crowds, all were eager to
come,
And we hope it has revived every one,
But sin is abounding all over the land,
And few will follow the heavenly band.
The text the last night was a warning to all,
"Escape for thy life," and heed the Savior's call,
The invitation was given to take the way
of the cross,
But no one responded, because of the cost.
For two weeks Brother Eshelman labored
here,
He was faithful, and now has nothing to
fear,
May he be blessed for his labor of love
And be heir to a mansion, prepared him
above.
Although no results have been visibly seen,

We know not, probably there may have
been,
For seed may have fallen on some good
> ground,
And in heaven some stars will be in his
crown.
Tears came to my eyes, as that closing
hymn we sang,
"God be With You Till We Meet Again,"
But in heaven there will be no parting hour
And nothing will ever our happiness marr.
Brother Eshelman left, we were sorry to
see him go,
His friendship we have shared since each
other we know,
Although we are parted we'll never forget
The good times we had, when together we
met.
Composed by Naomi G. Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa. ,
UPLAND,

CALIFORNIA

Dear Visitor family:
Most of the Conference folks have left
us, but we rejoice that the Lord of Hosts
is with us.
Immediately after Conference the Tent
Meetings were started. The first meeting
however was held at the East-side school
house, so the tent was not used. A report
of this meeting has been given, suffice it
to say that as a result four have been
baptized and united with the church.
Sunday School and preaching services
are held each Lord's Day afternoon a t
this place and are encouraging. The
prayer meeting is held Friday evenings.
Thus there is opportunity for Upland people to attend.
The next Tent Meeting was held at
Azusa where Sister Ott and family live.
There was not such visible results here as
at the former place but it is felt that a
good impression has been made and a
worthy effort to do something for our
members at that place.
Pasadena was the next point visited and
the members living there appreciated having meetings of the church of their choice
held in their midst.
At these meetings the Gospel was
faithfully declared by the self-sacrificing
workers. The attendance was from fair
to good and it is felt the campaign was a
success.

Pa. $25.; Labor of children, Nellie C. Rennelds, $7.06; Catherine Smith, $7.50; Chas.
F . Kuhn, $ .06; Helen Houtz, $10.13; Pequea S. S. Pa. $6.21; Mechanicsburg S.
S. Pa. $46.23; Lane Mission, $5.00; A.
P. sales, $75.; Refund on light, $22.51;
Labor of children, Lillian Houtz, $2.25;
Rosetta M. Packer, $10.50; Mary M. Sanders, $6.50; Helen Dengler, $13.71; Lydia
Michael $1.50; S. G. Engle, $7.80; C. W.
Cross roads S. S. Florin, Pa. $27.05; A
Brother, $5.00; Hettie Pretz, $1.00; A
Sister, $2.00; Henry Peters, $1.00; Eli
Eshdlman, $1.00; Farm safes,; :$110.88;
North Franklin Dist. Pa. $522.27; Mastersonville S. S. Pa. $50.00; Bro J. O.
Lehman, $24.00; Hummelstown Harvest,
service, Pa. $100.; Cumberland Dist. harvest service, Pa. $58.00; Labor of child,
Elsie M. Meyers, $8.20; Harry F . Enck,
for board of child, $18.00; Elizabethtown,
Pa. harvest service, $198.17; Bro. Heisey's
harvest service, Pa. $177.80; H. B. Hoffer, $20.26; Sr. Hatfield, $5.00; Mary
E. Hoffman, $1.00; Bro. and Sr Myers,
$5.00;
Other liberal and much appreciated donations were given by the following: Mt.
Joy sewing circle, Cora Miller, H. H. Mann,
J. M. Landis, Conrad Z. Hess, E. H. Hess,
Mrs. DeLong, Catherine Myers, Harry F.
Enck, Mrs. Kuhns, Mary Hoffman, Edith
France, D. H. Martin, F. S. Brubaker, Sr.
Kraybill, S. S. Keefer, Mary Kindig's S.
S. Class, Elizabethtown sewing circle, Anna
Witmer, H. O. Musser, Mrs. Ira Kachel,
A Sister, Manheim; Manheim sewing circle,
Hershey Creamery Company (Ice cream,)
Mrs. Amos Wolgemuth, Simon Ginder, Joe
O. Lehman, John Niesley, Mt. Pleasant
sewing circle, Bro. Lauver, Amos Wolgemuth, Graybill Wolgemuth, Pharas Wolgemuth, Bro and Sr. Myers.
Cash donations should be sent to H. E.
Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa. Other donations
to D. S. Wenger, Grantham, Pa.
NOTICE
The donation credited to D. Brubaker in
the Jabbok Orphanage Report in the issue
of October 10 should have been credited to
Ashland and Richland Co., Sewing Circle
instead.

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
REVISED SPIRITUAL HYMNS.

MESSIAH ORPHANAGE
Donations and receipts from June 1st,
to September 1, 1921.
Cach—Interest on boys' orphanage fund,
$115; Valley Chapel S. S. Cantop, O.
$11.20; Chas. Lesher for release of child,
$15; State Appropriation, $375; Labor of
children, Mary A. Michael, $3.50; Agnes
Smith, $6.55; Fay Rhoads, $10.32; For
board of children, $30.; C. W. Pritz, for
board of child, $20.; A brother, Hershey,

The ideal book for Sunday Schools,
Revival Meetings or regular Church
: Services. Contains 269 appropriate
::: songs, words and music.
Flexible cloth, 35c each, postpaid. |
$30.00 per hundred, not prepaid.
Stiff board cover, 40c each, postpaid. |
; $37.50 per hundred, not prepaid.
Order' of
Evangelical Visitor Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana
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GLEANINGS.
From the Fourth Annual Sunday
School Convention Held at Stevensville, _Ont., September
8th and 9th, 1921.
|Realizing Responsibility" b y
Isaiah Eby.
People engaged in
worldly enterprises assume more responsibility than most of Christians
do in Sunday School work. Neglect
along this line brings disaster. First
to the individual, secondly, to the
Sunday School, and thirdly to God's
work in general.
"The Importance of Prayer in
Sunday School Work," by Darius
Sider. God's word and prayer go together. How much actual time do
we spend in prayer in one year?
Prayer keeps the devil on the outside. Great things have been accomplished through prayer. The
concliusion was that prayer is the
most important part.
"Formality vs. Spirituality" (sermon) by Eld. Earl Bossart. Form is
an absolute essential to all Christian
work. Spirituality is the real life of
that for which the form stands.
Better no form, than form and no
spirit.
"'Hindrances" by John Wildfong.
Lack of consecration is one of the
great hindrances to the progress of
the work. It is one of the saddest
things in the world to be a hindrance
to God's work. Irregularity, tardiness, faultfinding, back-biting, indifference, and parental neglect, as
well as lack of harmony between officers, teachers and scholars constitute the greater part of hindrances
in Sunday School work.
"The Power of Influence" by C. L.
Baker. Influence is continually going out in one direction or the other,
just as a mother who rears her family in the fear of God and shows love
to them so they will respect her.
This is typical of the influence of the
church through the Sunday School if
she is filled with the love of God;
likewise if the church is corrupted
with Satanic and worldly influences,
she is not respected any more than
the mother who is always impatient
and quick to speak, never giving
good advice to her children, hence her

influence is a power in the wrong direction.
"Future Outlook" by Eld. Asa W.
Climenhaga. It is hard to view
situations from a prophetic standpoint because we are not living in
the dispensation of prophets, nevertheless, we have no scarcity of false
prophets. The outlook is poor when
we see the carelessness of those who
neglect to study their lesson and keep
complete records, etc. On the other
hand it looks good as the church
sees the need of installing good officials in the Sunday School hence
proper government. The outlook for
safe training and new schools is encouraging as the church is waking up s
to her privileges.
"Consecrated Sunday
School
Workers" by Eld. Walter Wenger.
It takes the deepest consecration to
bring souls to Christ. A consecrated
worker won't go to extremes. They
will not want their own way always.
They will not slight poor children or
any one else. They will obey God
above anyone and won't be easily discouraged.
"The Evangelistic Sunday School"
by Eld. L. Shoalts. Officers and
teachers must keep filled with the
Holy Ghost so that when they see
conviction resting on their • class
that they are in a position to lead
them to Christ. All systems should
be subject to the direction of the
Spirit and if the Spirit prompts
make an altar call right in Sunday
School or be ready for an altar call
any time.
"Encouragement'' by David Hilts.
We are all so constituted that we
need courage and that at certain
times must come from other folks.
It is encouraging to a teacher to
know that their pupils are praying
for them,. It is a great encouragement to a school in general to see the
scholars saving their money for the
offering boxes to be used for God's
work.
"Love" (sermon) by Eld. Jesse K.
Steckley. There are several kinds of
love, but the kind most needed is the
love of God which enables us to do effective work in the Sunday School or
anywhere else. Nothing draws like
love. Love is the mightiest power on
earth. Let us be[ filled more with
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that Christ-like love.
Round Table Talks and Question
drawer were interesting and many
precious truths were dropped by
those who took part in discussion.
We believe that all present enjoyed
the convention and went home with a
determination to render more consecrated service to their Sunday
Schools.
God bless the Sunday School work
of our entire brotherhood and He
shall have the glory.
—Earnest J. Swalm.
CALIFORNIA
The Sunday School at Eastside Schoolhouse (lately purchased for Church purposes) has been encouraging; the past few
'Sundays the attendance has been from
fifty to sixty. Also there is a preaching
service each Sabbath afternoon.
Aunt Mary Zook who has been with us
since Conference has now taken her departure for her home in the east expecting
to stop in Kansas however on the way.
Her bright and sunny countenance and inspiring testimonies were enjoyed by a l l
The Sunday School attendance at Upland for the past few Sundays has been
around the two hundred mark. A little cooperation and energetic work will bring in
the boys and girls.

V

Several of the young folks who were
converted in the meetings at Eastside are
now attending Beulah College. They appreciate the chance to attend such a
school.
Bro. Reichard of Hemet was with
over Sunday recently. Sr. Reichard
cooking at the School.

us
is

At a recent Sunday evening meeting the
altar call was given and quite a number
came forward. During the altar service
there were two very remarkable occurrences. A girl was praying and confessing
but seemed to be troubled with doubt. After praying some time she 'looked up and
said give me a Bible and let me see if
God wi'll give me something to take away
this doubt. She opened the Bible and began' to look at the page. Then some one
by her said: "O there is what you want"
and there she had turned to Isaiah 1:18.
Almost immediately the doubts were gone
and prayers turned to praise. A person in
the audience had been praying for a
special touch from God, and at the same
time broke forth in a shout of praise. Thank

W
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l o d for extra things which confirm our
Faith.
READ THIS
The foregoing reports or news items appeal to us. For a long time we have tried
to get our district correspondents to submit their reports in this way, but many
still think it necessary to write a lengthy
k-epcjrt of which about three-fouirths js
often exhortation. Condensed reports or
news items from various parts of the
brotherhood appearing in every issue of the
Visitor would be far more interesting than
what we are often called on to print in the
way of reports.—Editor.

THE POWER OF "THE NAME."
(Continued from page 7.)

After some days we returned to that
crossing to find the river had subsided sufficiently to allow of wagons
getting over. As we approached one
of the wagons a woman came towards
me. "Missis," she said, "is it you
that spoke to my husband last week ?
Oh, what did you do that he is healed
from that drink?"
"Why!" I said, "did he not tell
you?"
"No, he said he did not know if he
might speak of it, but oh, Missis, he
is cured, my husband is cured! He
has never been to that canteen again,
though he has money in his handkerchief still. Yesterday I was afraid
he was going. One of his drinking
mates came to ask him to go with
him to the canteen. He had half-a
crown, and begged my husband to go
with him; he took hold of his arm,
(and they Went half-way over to the
canteen. Oh, my heart was sore, but
all at once my husband turned round
and pulled his arm loose and came
back. Oh! he is cured, he is cured!"
Here the man came up, such a
transformed face! and with tears of
joy he said, "It is all true, Missis, all
true what you told me. My wife
wants to know, but I did not know if
I might tell her." Evidently he felt
so wondrous a power might be too
sacred to speak of, and had a dread
of it being withdrawn.
"Oh, yes!" I said, you may tell
her all."
"Then, wife," he said, lowering his
voice to an awed whisper, "it's a
Name, just a_ Name." Then, turning
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to me, "May I tell the Name?" .On my
assenting, he breathed rather than
uttered the word, "Jesus."
It is impossible to convey in words
what was borne in on my soul then.
It has lived with me ever since. It
has come to me in hours of greatest
darkness, and brought light. It has
swept through my being in moments
of terrible temptation, and again and
again when I have been at the point
of yielding, it has brought me victory.; It has given me hope for the
most helplessly lost lives, and the recital of this that took place that day
has brought deliverance to numbers.
More drink slaves have been set free
by telling them of that record in the
third chapter of Acts, and this incident which grew out of it, than by
any other message which it has been
given me to bring to them.
I now feel I m,ust send forth the
lesson learned that day on a wider
mission, to hearts and lives my voice
will never reach. Brothers, sisters,
enslaved by drink or any other evil
habit or passion, "Take the Name."
It has untold power. That old heathen
Mochuana found it able to save, able
to deliver, able to give perfect soundness to his poor diseased body,'helplessly shattered will power, and besotted, degraded soul. "Jesus, just
a Name;" so he described it to his
wife. He told us that all he had done
after leaving me was to say that
"Name" to himself and the craze
for drink went away from him, and
he felt just like before he had ever
tasted the stuff; as he put it, "His
mouth felt clean like a little child's"
and his body was well and strong.
Of the day when he allowed the
drinking companion by force and argument to get him to go towards the
canteen, and sc was mentally yielding, he said, "When I was going to
the canteen, all at once the old
disease came back. I felt it all over
miy body; the sickness was on me
again. I was so frightened, but just
as I was half-way to the canteen,
there by that bush, I called out softly
three times, 'Jesus! Jesus! Jesus!'
and the disease just left me at once,
and my body felt cool, and I turned
back, and so, wife, you see it's Just a
Name." ,
Oh, blessed be God the Father of
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our Lord Jesus Christ, "that Name"
stands eternal in its saving power. It
is for you, for me to lay hold of it.
His Name, through faith in His
name, has given to every life that
trusts it fully that perfect soundness
in the presence of all which caused
that first glad recipient of its power
in Acts 3, after a lifetime of crippled helplessness, to go walking and
leaping and praising God; and you,
dear brother or sister, who are agonizing under the cruel power of the
drink or some other sinful habit,
shall also thus rejoice, and say with
the old Mochuana, "It is true, all
true. I am healed through the
Name."
"Wherefore also God highly exalted Him, and gave Him the name
which is above every name, that in
the Namie of Jesus every knee should
bow, of things in Heaven, and things
on earth, and things under* the
earth." (Phil. 2:9, 10, R. V.)—S. L.
in Methodist Times.—Selected.
THE WRECK OF A SOUL
There is no question concerning sin
being wrong done against God and
our fellowman; but did we ever stop
to thing that it was a wrong done
against the sinner himself?
In Proverbs 8:36 we have these
words, "But he that sinneth against
me wrongeth his own soul." What
stirring words! By continuing on
in the way that leads downward we
do not give to God that which rightly
belongs to him;. We are doing an
injustice to Him and His cause; also
leading our fellowmen and associates
in the same path. The injury to ourselves is threefold:—physical, moral,
and spiritual. Sin undermines the
spiritual nature, Sin means the loss
of all the virtues and graces of the
character which makes life worth
while. Sin means the deprivation to
the soul of Christ's sustaining power
amid the conflicts of life. Sin means
the forfeiture of the eternal blessing
won for the soul by Christ. In fact
Sin means to have Christ shut out
entirely from our hearts in this life
and Forever in the life to come.
Praise the Lord for the way of
escape. Even though these conditions do exist because of sin, God
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made a way whereby we can come
back and have sin removed then being free creatures in Christ Jesus.
That which the canker-worm of sin
has eaten and destroyed. Christ will
restore and is able to do "exceeding
abundantly above all tha<t we can
ask or think." TURN, for why will
ye die?
—H. E.
HINDRANCES TO POWER
By C. G. Finney.
Please permit me through your
columns to correct a misapprehension
of some of the members of the late
Council at Oberlin of the brief remarks which I made to them; first
on Saturday morning and afterwards
on the Lord's day. In my first remarks to them I called attention to
the mission of the Church to disciple
all nations, as recorded by Matthew and Luke, and stated that this
commission was given by Christ to
the whole Church, and that every
member of the church is under obligation to make it his life work to
convert the world. I then raised
two inquiries. 1. What do we need
to secure success in this great work?
2. How can we get it?
ANSWER. l.{ We need the enduement of power from on high.
Christ had previously informed the
disciples that without Him they could
do nothing. When He gave them
the commission to convert the world,
He added, "But tarry ye in Jerusalem till ye be endued with power from
on high. Ye shall be baptized with
the Holy Ghost not many days hence.
Lo, I send upon you the promise of
my Father." This baptism of the
Holy Ghost, this being promised by
the Father, this enduement of power
from on high, Christ has expressly
informed us is the indispensable condition of performing the work which
He has set before us.
2. How shall we get it? Christ expressly promised it to, the whole
church, and to every individual whose
duty it is to labor for the conversion of the world. He admonished
the first disciples not to undertake
the work until they had received this
enduement from on high. Both the
promise and the admonition appily
Equally to all Christians, of evejry;
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age and nation. No one has. at any
time, any right to expect success, unless he first secures this enduement
of power from on high. The example of the first disciples teaches us
how to secure this enduement. They
first CONSECRATED THEMSELVES to this work, and continued in
prayer and supplication until the
Holy Ghost fell upon them, on the
Day of Pentecost, and they received
the promised enduement of power
from on high. This, then, is the way
to get it.
The council desired me to say more
upon this subject; consequently, on
the Lord's day, I took for my text
the assertion of Christ, that the
Father is more willing to give the
Holy Spirit to them that ask Him
than we are to give good gifts to
our children.
1. I said, "This text informs us that
it is infinitely easy to obtain the
Holy Spirit, or this enduement of
power from the Father."
2. That this is made a constant subject of prayer. Everybody prays for
this, at all times and yet with all
this intercession, how few, comparatively, are really endued with this
spirit of power from on high! This
want is not met. The want of power
is a subject of constant complaint.
Christ says, "Everyone that asketh
receiveth," but there certainly is a
"great gulf" between the asking and
receiving, that is a great stumbling
block to many. How, then, is this
discrepancy to be explained? I then
proceeded to show why this enduemfent is not received. I said, (1.) We
are not WILLING, upon the whole,
to have what we desire to ask. (2.)
God has expressly informed us, that
if we regard iniquity in our hearts
He will not hear us. But the petitioner is often self-indulgent. This
is iniquity, and God will not hear
him. (3.) He is uncharitable. (4.)
Censorious.
(5.)
Self-detpenidajnt
(6.) Resists conviction of sin. (7.)
Refuses to confess to all the parties
concerned. (8.) Refuses to make
restitution to injured parties. (9.)
He is prejudiced and uncandid. (10.)
He is resentful. (11.) Has a revengeful spirit. (12.) has a worldly ambition. (13.) He has committed
himself on some point, and become
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dishonest, and neglects and -rejects
further light. (14.) He is denominationally selfish.
(16.) He resists the teachings of the Holy Spirit.
(17.) He grieves the Holy Spirit by
dissension. (18.) He quenches the
Spirit by persistence in justifying
wrong. (19.) He grieves Him by
a want of watchfulness. (20.) He
resists Him by indulging evil tempers. (21.) Also by dishonesties in
business. (22.) Also by indolence
and impatience in waiting upon the
Lord. (23.) By many forms of selfishness. (24) By negligence in business, in study, in prayer. (25) By undertaking too much business, too
much study, and too little prayer. (26
By a want of entire consecration.
(27.) Last, and greatest, by unbelief. He prays for this enduement
without expecting to receive it. "He
that believeth not God, hath made
Him a liar." This, then, is the greatest sin of all. What an insult, what
a blasphemy, to accuse God of lying!
I was obliged to say that these
and other forms of indulged sin explained why so little is received, while
so much is asked. I said I had not
time to present the other side. Some
of the brethren afterwards inquired,
"What is the other side?" The other
side presents the certainty that we
shall receive the promised enduement
of power from on high, and be successful in winning souls, if We ask,
and fulfill the plainly revealed conditions of prevailing prayer. Observe what I said on the Lord's day
was upon the same subject, and in addition to what I had previously said.
The misapprehension alluded to was
this: If we first get rid of all these
forms of sin, which prevent our receiving this enduement, have we not
already obtained the blessing? What
more do we need?
ANSWER. There is a great difference between the PEACE and the
POWER of the Holy Spirit in the
soul. The disciples were Christians
before the Day of Pentecost, and as
such, had a measure of the Holy
Spirit. They must have had the
peace of sins forgiven, and of a justified state, but yet they had not the
enduement of power necessary to the
accomplishment of the work assigned to them. They had the peace

. •
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which Christ had GIVEN them, but
not the POWER which He had promised. This may be true of all Christians, and right here is I think, the
great mistake of the Church, and of
the ministry. They rest in conversion, and do not seek until they obtain this enduement of power from
on high. Hence so many professors
have no power with either God or
man. They prevail with neither.
They cling to a hope in Christ, and
even enter the ministry, overlooking
the admonitipn to wait until they
are endued with power from on high.
But let anyone bring these tithes
end offerings into God's treasury,
let ^hem lay upon the altar, larjd
prove God herewith, and he shall
find that God "will open the windows of heaven, and pour him) out
a Messing that there shall not be
room enough to receive it."
DO THOU FOR ME.

h

,

By Frances Ridley Havergal.
"Do Thou for Me" (Ps. 109:21,27).
The Psalmist did not say what he
wanted God to do for him. He leaves
it open. So this most restful prayer
is left open for all perplexed hearts
to appropriate "according to their
several necessities." And so we leave
it open for God to fill up His own way.
Only a trusting heart can pray this
prayer at all. The very utterance of
it is an act of faith. We could not
ask anyone whom we did not know intimately and trust implicitly to "do"
for us, without even suggesting what.
Only a self-emptied heart can pray
it. It is when we have come to the
end of our own resources, or, rather,
come to see that we never had any
at all, that we are willing to accept
the fact that we can "do nothing," and
to let God do everything for us.
Only a loving heart can pray it.
For nobody likes another to take
their affairs in hand and "do" for
them unless that other is cordially
loved. We might submit to it, but
we should not like it, and certainly should not seek it.
So, if we have caught at this little
prayer as being just what we want
just what it seems a real rest to
say, I think it shows that we do
trust Him and not ourselves, pjnd
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that we do love Him really and truly.
There is sure to be a preface to this
prayer—"Neither know we what we
do." Perhaps we have been shrinking from being brought to this.
Rather let us give thanks for, At.
It is the step down from the drifting wreck on to the ladder hanging
still at the side. Will another step
be down into the dark water? Go
on, a little lower still, fear not. The
next is, "We know not what we
should pray for." Now we have
reached the lowest step.
What
next? "Do Thou for Me." This is
the step into the captain's boat.
Now He will cut loose from the
wreck of our efforts, ladder and all
will be left behind, and we have nothing to do but "sit still" and let Him
take us to our "desired haven,"
probably steering quite a different
course from anything we should
have thought best. Not seldom "immediately the ship is at the land
whither" we went.
What may we, from His own word
expect in answer to this wide petition?
1. What His soull desireth, even
that He doeth." Contrast this with
our constantly felt inability to do a
hundredth part of what we desire
to do for those we love. Think of
what God's desires must be for us,
whom He so loves that He spared
not His own son. "That He doeth!"
2. "He performeth the thing that
is appointed for me." This is wonderfully inclusive; one should read
over all the Epistles to get a view
of the things present; and futurb,
seen and unseen, the grace and the
glory that He has appointed for us.
It includes also all the "good works
which God hath before ordained, that
we should walk in them, but His;
for He "worketh in you to will and
to do," and Thou also hast wrought
all our works in us."
3. The beautiful old translation
says, He "shall perform the cause
which I have in hand." Does not
that make it very real to us to-day?
Just the very thing that "I have in
hand," my own particular bit of work
to-day—this cause that I cannot
manage, this thing that I undertook
in miscalculation of my own powers
—this is what I may ask Him to do
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He will perform it. "The wise and
their works are in the hands of God!"
4. He "performeth all things for
me." Does He mean as much as
this? Well, He has caused it to he
written for us "that we might have
hope." And what more do we want?
Then let Him do it. Let Him perform all things for us.
Not some things, but all things;
or the very things which we think
there is no particular need for Him
to perform will be all failures—wood,
hay and stubble to be burnt up. One
by one let us claim! this wonderful
word; "the thing of a day in His
day," "as the matter shall require,"
being always brought to Him with
God-given petition, "Do not wait to
feel very much "oppressed" before
you say, " 0 Lord, undertake for me."
Far better say that at first than at
last, as we have too often done!
Bring the prayer in one hand, and
the promises in the other joining
them in the faith-clasp of "Do as
Thou hast said!"
And put both
hands into the hands of Him; whom
the Father heareth always saying,
"Do Thou for me, 0 Lord God, for
Thy names sake," for the sake of
Jehovah-Jesus, the mighty God, the
everlasting Father, yet the Savior of
sinners.
(To be continued)
TRULY THIS MAN WAS
THE SON OF GOD.
Mark 15:39.i
A lady, while on a visit to the exposition in Paris was smitten with fatal
illness. During her last moments,
speech had left her, but she managed
to articulate the word "Bring." Her
friends, in ignorance of her meaning,
offered her food, but she shook her
head, and again repeated the word,
"Bring."
Then they offered her
grapes, which she also declined and
for the third time uttered the word,
"|3ring." Thinking she desired to
see some absent friends, they brought
them to her bedside, but again she
shook her head, and by a great effort,
completed the sentence:
Bring forth the royal diadem,
And crown Him Lord of all,
and passed away to be with Jesus.—
Sophia Bronson Titterington.
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White Already to Harvest'

No. 1
As They Come to Us.
Su:h people as these, aided by the famine sufferer, are asked to work a few days
receiving rice daily for food free of charge
and after the required number of days
have expired, six yards of cloth is given
to each women, five yards to each man, and
smaller pieces to children. This system is
carried out in order that habitual beggars
may not receive aid without work. Madhipura house is in the extreme right. House
is of sun-dried brick, thatch roof, covered
with tiling. Banana trees in extreme left.

FAMINE

RELIEF AT

MADHIPURA.

Dear Visitor readers:
As Jacob and his family went to Egypt
in search of corn, at a time of scarcity in
their native land, so the poor of our community come to our doors.
During the past year some contributions
were sent to India for the famine sufferers.
This money was divided equally to each
mission station according to the number of
missionaries residing at each place, thus
s me came to Madhipura. Thinking it may
b i of value as will as interesting to the
givers to know how it is being spent, we
shall tell how the poor received it.

In April of the present year we had several families come to us begging for cloth,
because the price had gone beyond their
reach.
After questioning them, who
they were, where they were from, etc., we
asked them if they cared to work for a few
days, receiving daily food allowances, and
at the expiration of the appointed time a
piece of cloth sufficient for them would b2
given. To this they readily agreed.
The pictures given her show the first to
be given cloth. These two girls came clad
as the picture in No. 1 shows. They were
ashamed to work in their old clothes, because they could scarcely cover their nakedness, so after a day or two, new clothes
was given after promising that they would
remain until the period fixed had elapsed.
Faithful girls they were. They earned
their own cloth by doing work and received
food free to sustain them while they were
working. This plan is carried out in order
that the professional beggars may be detected. We have had beggars come who
asked for cloth and refused to work. Sometimes cloth is given, only to find that they
have sold it to go in rags again that people might be more inclined to give them
alms. The aged and cripples, the deaf and
dumb, the sick and afflicted, are the receivers of real charity. As many of these come
entirely friendless, therefore they must
have immediate help, but the able bodied
are asked to work as a sign of their true
sincerity.
During the past rainy seasdn (JuneSeptember) many have suffered, because
their crops were destroyed by floods. Many
of these came for help, stating that they
had no food and could not find work. We
gave employment to several hunderd of
these in August, at the rate of 2 pounds of
rice per day, which is about five cents.
They were eager for this, and in one day
120 people came for work. We had them
to prepare a site for an Orphanage garden
and a temporary school and church.
Notice the kind of clothes worn by these
two girls. It requires six yards for an
adult woman and costs about 65 cents.
When a man comes in sight of a native
woman she pulls the head piece over her
entire head and face if she is respectable.
If she fails to cover her head she is looked
upon as a harlot or low and vile.
"Will you pray for these who are hungry
rhysieally that they may become hungry
s^uVtually ?
Yours in Jesus' cause,
Clarence E. Heise.

No.

2

After Receiving Cloth.

These are the same girls as those in picture No. 1. The old rags are seen on the
ground by them. They clothed themselves
in white and had their pictures taken possibly for the first time.
The building in extreme left in front of
the mango grove is the girls' orphanage and
na/tive preacher's house combitaed. The
preacher's wife teaches the girls. She was
reared in an orphanage many years ago.
The preacher is a converted Brahma
converted by means of reading the Word,
where it says, "Come, and I will give you
rest." The word "rest" remained with him
mtil he found it.
To the right is a Christian's home. We
are praying that these girls may become
Christians too. Will you also pray for
them?

FROM AFRICA
To readers of the Evangelical Visitor:
It is with deep gratitude to God
that I greet you again from Africa,
the place which has become home
to me. The words of the Psailmist.
"He bringeth them unto their desired
haven," have been fulfilled in our be'ialf and we thank our Heavenly
Father for a safe and pleasant voyage.

• wm
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To one who has been on the field
before, it brings a thrill of deep joy
as the ship enters the harbor and as
feet are once more planted upon the
soil where live many poor, benighted
souls. That thrill of joy increases as
the dear missionaries who toil so
faithfully from day to day, are again
met. And the tide rises still higher
when you meet with the native Christians in worship. Thank God for the
privilege of filling a little corner for
Him in a heathen land.
I wish to take this opportunity to
thank all who had a share in making it
possible for me to take a furlough
to America. It has been a means of
strengthening, physically and spiritually. I have enjoyed the fellowship
of the saints and meeting again with
loved ones, but when the time came
to set sail from new york, the joy was
greater than when I had landed there
eighteen months previous.
Last Sunday was spent at the Mtshabezi Mission where my place of labor
had been during most of the first
period spent in Africa and where I
shall again be stationed in the near
future, D. V. It was blessed to meet
with the native girls who are there
in school. They number some over
a hundred at the present time and
the missionaries have precious opportunities of teaching and leading them
in the ways of the Lord. What great
possibilities lie wrapped in the lives
of these girls when fully consecrated
to God and their lives touch other
lives .
The Sunday services too were much
enjoyed as Bros. Heise and Stoner
brought messages to a full house. Br*
Hostetter was with Bro. Frey at that
time visiting some of the out-schools)
At the close of the meeting a number
of the native teachers gave brief talks
to welcome the visiting Brethren to
their land. These talks were impressive and inspiring, showing their appreciation of being thus remembered
by the Home church.
We are all pleased to have the
Brethren in our midst. Their presence has already been an inspiration
to us and we believe their stay in
this land will prove a blessing to the
natives ailso, and to the work in general. They are typical missionaries,
finding work for their hands to do
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by producing the human race, and
as well as their brains.
Our general conference will be held gave to each the keeping of his
at the Mtshabezi Mission the latter brother. But we pass on.
part of next month. We are looking
The Sunday School is over, and
to the Lord for great blessings upon the preaching begins. What is it
His work in this dark land. May about? Not a controversial argument
we have an interest in your prayers with Hinduism or Mohammedanism
for this ? The work is the Lord's and or Higher Criticism; not the exaltawe are only His ambassadors but as tion of the human intellect into the
such we desire to be faithful.
realm of the Infinite; not the elevaYours in His glad serviee.
tion of all Nature into the sphere of
Sadie Book. humanity; but a simple story, on one
iiand of a lost and ruined race, vainly
struggling against the humanly irTHE CRY OF THE BLOOD.
resistible tide of sin, and on the other
"The voice of thy brother's blood
hand of a just but loving God who in
crieth unto me from the ground."
infinite mercy stoops to save.
Gen. 4:10.
The service is ended, the seed is
It is a still Sabbath morning. The
sown,
still and quiet is the sultry atnight has been hot and sultry, so that
mosphere.
Here and there we hear
sleep was troubled and disturbed.
the
voices
of
men and women in the
But as the first dull gleams of dawn
fields,
and
of
children playing in the
grow in intensity and brightness,
villages,all
unconscious
of the great
mling the sky with the glorious
God
above
us
who
yearns
to
save. We
splendor of a sun-rise in the tropics
go
to
our
mid-day
rest,
from
the alat the close of the rainy seasbn, our
most
unbearable
heat
and
glare
of
^arts are filled with a holy solemnthe
great
outside.
ity as we bestir ourselves in preparAgain evening comes on. When
ation for the duties of the day.
t"
c
sun begins to slide mjore rapidly
But a sudden sorrow pierces our
down
the western decline we set out
hearts! as we hear the gongs ringing
for
the
village to meet our Sunday
in the village temples,—one on the
School
children
there. As we go our
East and one on the West side of us,
hearts
are
heavy
and full of yearning
—endeavoring with their clamor to
as
we
think
of
the
darkness of their
awaken their sleepy gods and drowsy
little
hearts.
But
we
go on into the
goddesses, who have spent the night
village
and
are
greeted
by smiles and
in quiet repose. Is this a Sabbath for
shouts
by
the
children.
Poor, dear,
those who have thus to awake their
innocent
little
hearts,
yet
untainted
gods? Alas! for them Sabbath has no
by
the
fear
of
the
world's
realities;
meaning, no rest, no gentle breathyet
unaware
of
the
awful
bondage
of
ings of a fervent soul to a listening
mind
and
soul,
as
well
as
body,
that
God.
At seven-thirty we start across the awaits them under their caste of recompound toward the church for ligious rules. The burden on our
Sunday School and preaching ser- hearts grows heavier and drearier.
How eagerly they sing "Jes'us loves
vices ; and as we near the door we
suddenly stop in mute admiration, as me this I know*" in Hindi. Oh; Do
away off to the North we see tower- they know, CAN they know? Yes,
ing miles above us and the hot, quiv- we believe that they realize only a
ering plains, the lofty heads of the little, Oh so little, that Jesus loves
monarchs of earth's mountains, with them, j How we long to make them
their gleaming summits casting back understand and feel that Jesus, livthe rays of the early morning sun. ing-, loving Savior, died for them, and
Truly the earth shows forth the rose again.
handiwork of God, and we think
The S(Un sinks lower and lower in
back, back, to the unknown and date- the reddening west. The crickets
less beginning of Creation, when at start their evening concert. All
the fiat of Almighty God, the heavens nature seems to be composing herand the earth came forth into physi- self for the quiet and restful night. As
cal existence, and when God crowned we wend our way homeward, we are
all the glories of His creative genius met by a sorrowful man, known to us,
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who says, "Will you go on and not
stop to see my grand-daughter?' So
we go into the tiny enclosure, surrounded by three m|ud-and-thatch
huts, in front of one of which sits a
stooped and almost completely covered woman. She is sorely afflicted.
Her relatives are in distress afflicted.
"We have no pride left. It is all gone.
We are in great trouble. What can
you do for us ?" As we stand thera
and look on, the sun slips down and
out of sight, and night slowly draws
the curtains of darkness about us.
With a sigh we start once more for
,ome after telling these poor people to
bide the morrow.
As We near the house the lazy
priests in the temples once more ring
their gongs. The equally drowsy
God's are again put to sleep, and as
night claims her place and reigns serene, the Sabbath is past; and up to

1922

the dark heavens above, from the
quiet country-side thickly packed with
precious immortal beings, there goes
a long, long sigh, like the dying breath
of the hunted creature,— a groan as
if from the very soul of India in mortal anguish,- THE CRY OF THE
BLOOD!
Oh, thou gracious God, thou living
Father, dost thou not hear the Cry
of the Blood of these precious beings
in dark India, coming up from the
ground of her desolation and death!
Oh, fathers and mothers, who sit
in comfort, and who quiet your consciences with a sacrifice of corn and
gold, where are your offerings! of
your first-born, your most-loved?
Oh, young men and young women,
with Life full before you with all
its prospects and opportunities, how
can you settle down in selfish ease and
try to excuse yourselves like Cain,
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"Am I my brother's keeper?"
Oh, thou Father of all flesh, thou
Creator of human spirits, may the
Cry of the Blood reach America,
reach the firesides and hearths of
our dear brothers and sisters!, yea,
pierce their very souls; and may its
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